Abstract-Non-Binary Low-Density Parity-Check (NBLDPC) codes over GF(q) (q > 2) have better errorcorrecting performance than their binary counterparts when the codeword length is moderate. In this paper, modified trellis-based Minmax decoders are proposed for NB-LDPC codes. By relaxing the constraints on which messages can be included, the trellis syndrome computation is simplified without sacrificing the errorcorrecting performance. In addition, the iterative comparisons needed in computing the check-to-variable messages are replaced by one-step message selection. The decoding complexity of NB-LDPC codes grows substantially with q, and small q is preferred to achieve low complexity and high speed for data storage systems. Further simplifications are enabled by making use of the properties of GF(4). Instead of three trellis syndromes, a single global syndrome is computed and stored in the check node processing. Efficient implementation architectures are also developed in this paper. Compared to prior efforts, the proposed designs require smaller area, consumes much less power, achieves higher throughput, and also has slightly better error-correcting performance. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared to binary Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes, Non-Binary (NB)-LDPC codes constructed over GF(q) (q>2) have better error-correcting capability when the codeword length is moderate. On the other hand, the complexity of the decoder increases significantly with q. Data storage systems require very high throughput. For these applications, NB-LDPC codes over GF (4) received much attention recently due to their performancecomplexity tradeoff.
The decoding of NB-LDPC codes can be simplified using the Extended Min-Sum (EMS) [1] and Min-max [2] algorithms, both of which are log-domain approximations to the belief propagation. The Min-max algorithm replaces the 'sum' with 'max' in the check node processing. It has lower complexity than the EMS algorithm with negligible performance loss. In addition, all simplification schemes developed for the EMS algorithm can be directly extended for the Min-max algorithm.
The check node processing is the most complicated step in NB-LDPC decoding. The iterative computations in the forward-backward scheme [3] limit the achievable throughput and the storage of intermediate results leads to large memory requirement. By representing the variableto-check (v2c) messages as nodes in a trellis, the computations of the check-to-variable (c2v) messages are mapped to constructing paths on the trellis [4] . Only a few sorted nodes need to be stored in this approach and all c2v vectors can be computed in parallel. Nevertheless, the paths for the messages in each vector are constructed serially. The Simplified Min-Max Algorithm (SMMA) [5] allows more than one node from each stage of the trellis to be included in a c2v message computation. Although the corresponding architecture is very regular, a large number of 'min' and 'max' units are required. In the basis construction Min-max decoder [6] , all the messages in a c2v vector are computed from a basis consisting of a few v2c messages using a simple logic network. It requires substantially less area than the SMMA when q is not small. However, it has noticeable performance loss when q = 4. Different from all prior methods, the trellis-based EMS decoder [7] first computes syndromes of the trellis using nodes from every stage. Then the c2v messages to variable node n are derived by excluding the contributions of the nodes in stage n from the syndromes. This scheme potentially allows further computation reduction. Nevertheless, the complicated syndrome computation and c2v message derivation steps in [7] make the hardware complexity of this algorithm much higher than that of the SMMA.
In this paper, novel modifications to the trellis-based Min-max decoder are proposed. By relaxing the constraints on which nodes can be included in a trellis syndrome, the number of hardware units required for the syndrome computation is substantially reduced. A simplified c2v message calculation method is also developed. It does not need the iterative updates as in the trellis-based decoder of [7] , and allows all messages in a vector to be computed in one clock cycle with simple hardware. These modification schemes have been presented in [8] . By making use of the properties of GF (4) , it was discovered in this paper that a single global syndrome instead of three trellis syndromes need to be computed and stored in the check node processing. As a result, the decoder complexity is further reduced. Efficient hardware implementation architectures are developed to implement the modified trellis-based Minmax decoders. For a (2016, 1764) code over GF (4) , the proposed decoders require less area and consume around 12% less power than the SMMA decoder, which has the lowest hardware complexity among available designs for GF (4) codes. Moreover, the proposed decoders achieve higher clock frequency and slightly better errorcorrecting performance.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces NB-LDPC codes and the trellis-based decoding algorithm. Details about the proposed modified trellis-based decoders are presented in Section III. After the VLSI implementation architectures are presented and compared to prior designs in Section IV, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. NB-LDPC CODES AND TRELLIS-BASED DECODER
An LDPC code is defined by a very sparse parity check matrix H or the associated Tanner graph. Each row of H corresponds to a check equation, and each column is associated with a received symbol. A vector, c, is a codeword iff cH T = 0. A row (column) of H is represented by a check (variable) node in the Tanner graph. If the entry of H in the ith row and jth column, h i,j , is nonzero, then the corresponding check and variable nodes are connected by an edge in the Tanner graph. In the decoding process, messages regarding the probabilities that the received symbol equals each of the possible values are iteratively passed through the edges in the Tanner graph to find a codeword.
For a NB-LDPC code over GF(q), each message vector consists of q Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) in the Min-max algorithm. The LLRs for a message vector are defined as , where is an element of GF(q) and is the most likely element. Each LLR is non-negative, and the smaller the LLR, the more reliable the corresponding message. Let the LLR vector from check (variable) node m(n) to variable (check) node n(m) be v m,n (u m,n ). S c (n) (S v (m)) is the set of check (variable) nodes connected to variable (check) node n(m). Let be the set of sequences of finite field elements such that . This set is also referred to as the configuration set [1] . Assume that the multiplications of the entries of H are taken care of by separate units. Represent the LLR vector from the channel for variable node n by . The Min-max algorithm is described in Algorithm A.
The hard decision of the nth received symbol is made as arg at the end of each decoding iteration. The decoding stops when a codeword is found or the maximum iteration is reached. The check node processing is the most complicated step. The EMS algorithm is only different from the Min-max algorithm in that the 'max' in (1) is replaced by 'sum'. Accordingly, simplification schemes for the EMS algorithm can be also extended to the Min-max algorithm. The trellis-based EMS decoder [7] makes use of a trellis representation of the v2c messages. The trellis consists of d c columns of nodes if the row weight of the code is d c . The nodes in each column represent a v2c vector. The trellis can be transformed by defining [5] . In the trellis, the LLR corresponding to the zero field element is always zero. Fig. 1 shows an example of such a trellis for a code over GF (4) . Let be a primitive element of GF (4) . Then the elements of GF (4) are . In [7] , an extra column is added to the trellis to represent the syndromes. Let be the configuration set of the sequences of d c symbols such that . The syndromes for the EMS algorithm are defined as
The syndrome computation is similar to the c2v message computation, except that no v2c vector is excluded. Then v m,n is derived by excluding the contributions of u m,n from the syndromes. Since the syndromes only need to be computed once for all c2v message vectors from the same check node, much redundancy has been eliminated. Let be the transformed c2v messages. Apparently, . Since 'min' is the last computation done in the check node processing, only the most reliable nodes, and hence a small number of nonzero-LLR nodes in the trellis, which are called deviation nodes, contribute to the c2v outputs. It was proposed in [7] to consider only n c nodes with the smallest LLR in each nonzero row of the trellis and limit the number of deviation nodes in each configuration of to n r . The syndrome computation in [7] does not allow more than one node from a stage of the trellis to be included in any configuration. As a result, the LLRs of quite a few configurations need to be compared to derive the syndromes, even if the involved finite field is very small. The example shown in Fig. 1 is for n c = 2 and n r = 2.
The three nonzero elements of GF (4) . Here and denote the minimum and second minimum LLR, respectively, in a row of the trellis. For any ,
. Hence does not need to be considered. Nevertheless, it is possible that the min1 nodes for two different rows, such as the and in Fig. 1 , belong to the same stage. Such two min1 nodes do not form a legal configuration according to [7] . In this case, the cross-over sums of the min1 and min2 values for those two rows need to be considered. Hence three adders are required to compute a syndrome. Other syndromes are computed in a similar way. Each path in Fig. 1 shows the node(s) included in the configuration corresponding to the syndrome.
Let the configuration corresponding to be are initialized to zero, and all other c2v messages are initialized to the maximum possible LLR. In [7] , the c2v messages are computed as (3) To compute the c2v messages to variable node n, the finite field elements and LLRs of the v2c messages from this node are subtracted. If , then . Therefore, for will not be covered by (3) if has a deviation node in stage n. In [7] , it is set to if this min1 node is not in stage n. Otherwise, it is set to . Different may lead to the same . Hence, the computations in (3) are repeated for each syndrome, and the 'min' operation is taken. Such iterative computations require a large number of comparator-register loops and prohibit all the messages in a c2v vector from being generated simultaneously.
III. MODIFIED TRELLIS-BASED MIN-MAX DECODERS
By relaxing the constraints on the configurations and analyzing the possible updates in the c2v message computations, modified trellis-based Min-max decoders are proposed next. The proposed design requires only a fraction of the computations to derive the syndromes, and the iterative operations are eliminated from the c2v message calculations. Moreover, by utilizing the property that there are only three nonzero elements in GF(4), a single global syndrome instead of three syndromes needs to be computed and stored in the check node processing. It will be shown in Section IV that the proposed modifications and simplifications lead to fewer gates, lower power and higher clock frequency in the Min-max decoder.
It was found in [5] that allowing multiple nodes in the same stage of the trellis to be included in a configuration only introduces negligible performance loss. The reason is that a node in the same stage can be considered as an approximation of a node with the same finite field element from another stage [6] . Such an approximation leads to over or underestimation of the LLRs, and either compensates or deviates the approximations that have already been made in the EMS or Min-max algorithms. We propose to incorporate this relaxation into the configurations for the trellis-based Min-max decoder from [7] . Fig. 2 shows the bit error rates (BERs) of NB-LDPC decoding algorithms for a (3780, 3212) code over GF (4) under the AWGN channel. This regular code has d c = 27 and column weight d v = 4. The maximum iteration number was set to 15. It can be observed that the proposed modified trellis-based Min-max decoder even has slightly better performance than the SMMA. For the Min-max algorithm, the 'sum' in the check node processing for the trellis-based EMS algorithm should be replaced by 'max'. Previously, when n r = 2, crossover maximums of the min1 and min2 values need to be computed in case that the min1 nodes belong to the same stage of the trellis. By removing the constraint that the nodes for a configuration have to come from different stages, all the cross-over computations are eliminated, and the syndromes are derived solely from the min1 values. As a result, the number of 'max' units for computing a syndrome is reduced from three to one. In the case that n r is larger, much more cross-over computations need to be done if the nodes for a configuration have to come from different stages of the trellis. For example, when n r = 3, 7 cross-over computations are needed for the possible combos of three finite field elements. On the other hand, only one computation over the three min1 nodes is sufficient if they are allowed to be from the same stage. Accordingly, when n r is larger, more substantial complexity reduction would be achieved on the syndrome computation by removing the constrains on the nodes.
In [7] , the c2v messages are derived using (3), and the computations are repeated for each syndrome corresponding to a nonzero finite field element. The 'min' operation in (3) is necessary because different may lead to the same . As a result, q− 1 clock cycles are required to derive a c2v message vector from the syndromes for codes over GF(q), despite that all d c c2v vectors from the same check node can be computed in parallel. Since the 'min' operation needs to be done for each c2v message with a nonzero finite field element, it adds a large number of feedback loops consisting of comparators and registers. Through analyzing the possible updates that can be made by (3) when the syndromes are computed solely from the min1 nodes, a simplified method is proposed in the following to derive the c2v messages without any iterative computation for the case of n r = 2. Since there are three nonzero elements in GF(4), 2 is the largest possible value of n r for codes over GF (4) .
First consider the case that the configuration corresponding to has only one deviation node in stage i. Accordingly, . Also
, and for 0≤n<d c and . The initial values of for 0≤n< d c and are set to the largest possible LLR. As a result of the computations in (3), for becomes . For n = i, the equation in (3) would update . However, this value has been initialized to zero, and will not get updated. No value has been derived for through (3) , and is the min1 value for row in the trellis. From [7] , is set to to exclude the contribution of the v2c messages from variable node i. In this process, the c2v messages derived are (0 ≤ n < d c ), which have the same finite field element as the syndrome . If there are other syndromes whose configurations have one deviation node, then the corresponding computations will derive distinct c2v messages. Hence none of the c2v messages will be updated for a second time through (3) using the syndromes with one deviation node.
Next consider the case that the configuration corresponding to has two deviation nodes, and they are in stage i and j. In addition, and are set to or depending on whether the min1 node for row is in stage i or j. These c2v messages have the same finite field element as the syndrome. Therefore, they will not be updated again when the computations in (3) are repeated for other syndromes.
In summary, the c2v message computation for the case of n r = 2 can be carried out according to the simplified process in Algorithm B. For a given and are the other two nonzero elements of GF (4) . In Algorithm B, denotes the stage index of the min1 node in the row of in the trellis. This algorithm can be applied to both the EMS and Min-max algorithms. It generates exactly the same results as (3), and does not bring any performance loss. To compute a c2v message, only one of the three values need to be selected by multiplexors controlled by simple logic. Hence, the area requirement is substantially lower than that for implementing (3) . In addition, Algorithm B generates all the messages in a c2v vector in one clock cycle, and can achieve much higher throughput.
From Algorithm B, only affects the output c2v messages when there are two deviation nodes in the path corresponding to . This happens only if
. In this case, equals the second smallest among , , and . Since there are only three nonzero field elements in GF(4) and hence three min1 values, the syndrome values that can possibly become the output c2v message is always the second smallest among , , and . As a result, only one single global syndrome, w, needs to be derived. From this analysis, the modified trellis-based Min-max check node processing for GF(4) codes can be simplified as in Algorithm C. In this algorithm, is a flag indicating whether there is one or two deviation nodes in . The calculations above the dashed line derive the global syndrome w and the flag for each nonzero GF (4) . Those under the line recover the c2v messages by making use of the global syndrome and flags. The c2v messages derived through Algorithm C are exactly the same as those in Algorithm B even though only one instead of three syndromes are used.
IV. VLSI ARCHITECTURES FOR MODIFIED TRELLIS-BASED DECODERS
By making use of the properties of GF (4), efficient VLSI architectures are developed next to implement the proposed modified single-syndrome Min-max algorithm with n r = 2 for codes over GF (4) .
As discussed previously, the proposed schemes allow multiple nodes in the same stage of the trellis to be included in a configuration. Hence only one pair of configurations need to be considered for computing over GF (4) : one with deviation node , and one with the other two min1 nodes as the deviation nodes. Although one single syndrome can be used instead as shown in Algorithm C, the LLRs of the two configurations in every pair still need to be compared to derive the flags as follows Instead of carrying out 6 min or max comparisons as in the above equations, 3 pair-wise comparisons are done among the three min1 values. The results are shared to generate not only the flags, but also the global syndrome, w, using simple control logics. Fig. 3 . Global syndrome computation architecture for codes over GF (4) Fig. 3 shows the architecture for computing the global syndrome and flags. Each pair of the min1 values are compared first. Assume that the 'max' unit outputs '0' if its upper input is larger than its lower input. Then s 0 =b ⊕ c and s1 = a ⊕ b, where ⊕ means XOR. In addition, the flags are generated using the comparator outputs as where '+' denotes logic OR and ′ is logic NOT. These logics are included in the control block and are not explicitly shown in Fig. 3 . If three syndromes need to be computed, the same three comparators in Fig. 3 can be used. However, three copies of the multiplexors with different control signals and registers would be required to derive and store the three syndromes. Therefore, computing and storing a single global syndrome requires much smaller area. Fig. 4 . c2v message computation architecture for codes over GF (4) Once the global syndrome and flags are derived, the c2v messages can be computed by the architecture in Fig.  4 . First n is compared to the index of each min1 node. The output of the comparator is asserted if n equals the index. Depending on the flags and if the min1 nodes are in stage n, one of , and w becomes according to Algorithm C. It can be derived that the control signals of the multiplexors are , , . In the case that three syndromes are available, would be connected to the multiplexor that outputs . Hence, the complexity of the c2v message computation architecture is not reduced by adopting the single-syndrome scheme.
The a posteriori information for a variable node is the sum of the channel information and the c2v vectors from all connected check nodes. Subtracting the sum by the c2v vector from check node m, the v2c vector to check node m is derived. The normalization for the v2c messages according to (2) is done by using a tree consisting of 2-input 'min' operators to find the smallest LLR in a vector. Then this smallest LLR is subtracted from each v2c message in the vector. When all the q messages in a vector are kept, the trellis transformation is a permutation on the messages in the vector, and hence is implemented by stages of q 2-input multiplexors. For the purpose of conciseness, the multiplications by h i,j have been taken out of algorithms A through C. Multiplying a vector consisting of all field elements by h i,j is also a permutation on the vector, and hence can be also implemented by a network of switching logic. These trellis transformation and multiplication permutation network architectures are available in previous publications, such as [5] , and are not repeated in this paper. Our decoder is designed for Quasi-Cyclic (QC) LDPC codes. The H matrix of these codes consists of submatrixes that are either zero or -multiplied cyclical permutation matrixes. Such a permutation matrix is a cyclically shifted identity matrix whose nonzero entry in a row equals that in the previous row multiplied by . The sliced message-passing scheme [9] is adopted for the decoder, and the block diagram is shown in Fig. 5 . Let the size of each sub-matrix be e×e. e Variable Node Units (VNUs) are adopted to process one block column of submatrixes simultaneously. The trellis transformation and multiplication by the H matrix entries are permutations inside each message vector. Since the offsets of the submatrxies of H are different, the v2c message vectors also need to pass through a routing network to be sent to the right Check Node Units (CNUs).
The number of CNUs equals the number of rows in H, and all rows are processed in parallel. For a row of H, there is only one nonzero entry in each block of e columns. Each CNU compares one v2c message vector with intermediate min1 and min2 vectors stored in registers and updates those values in one clock cycle. Assuming H is regular, it takes d c clock cycles to find the min1 and min2 nodes. The syndrome computation architecture in Fig. 3 and c2v message computation architecture in Fig. 4 are also parts of the CNUs. From the min1 nodes, the syndromes are computed in one clock cycle. Then one c2v message vector is computed by each CNU at a time. Note that although the c2v message computation architecture in Fig. 4 is busy in each clock cycle, the syndrome computation architecture in Fig. 3 is only activated for one clock cycle in each decoding iteration. This helps to reduce the power consumption of the decoder. Since there is one CNU for each row of H, all c2v message vectors for the variable nodes in one block column of H are generated at a time. They are used to carry out the corresponding variable node processing right away, and the updated v2c message vectors are sent to the comparator parts of the CNUs to compute the min1 and min2 values to be used in the next decoding iteration. In this process, the v2c messages do not need to be stored, and the c2v messages are generated from the min1, min2, syndrome, and flags when needed.
The hardware complexities of the proposed decoders are analyzed for an example (2016, 1764) QCNB-LDPC code over GF (4) and summarized in Table I . The H matrix of this code has 4 × 32 nonzero sub-matrixes of dimension 63 × 63. Hence, d c = 32 and d v = 4. The proposed decoder employs 63 VNUs and 63 × 4 CNUs. From simulations, the decoding takes 6.5 iterations on average. Considering the 8 stages of pipelining in the decoder, around 6:5 × (d c + 8) = 260 clock cycles are needed to decode a word. On 28nm CMOS technology, the proposed decoder can easily achieve 500Mhz clock frequency, and accordingly 6.78Gbps throughput. The SMMA [5] and basis-construction Min-max decoders [6] have lower complexity than other existing designs, and their complexities are also listed in Table I . Note that the basis-construction decoder has performance loss for GF (4) codes. It can be seen from this table that the proposed modified trellis-based decoders have slightly lower gate count. However, the syndrome computation architecture is only activated for one clock cycle in each decoding iteration. Considering this, the power consumption of the modified trellis-based decoders is 12% lower. By computing one single global syndrome instead of three syndromes, the area of the CNU in the proposed modified trellis-based decoder can be further reduced by 12%, although this does not lead to significant overall decoder complexity reduction. Besides the better errorcorrecting performance as shown in Fig. 2 , the proposed decoders also have fewer levels of logic in the CNUs, and hence can achieve higher clock frequency.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Modified trellis-based Min-max decoders for NBLDPC codes are proposed in this paper. By relaxing the constraints on which nodes can be included in a configuration, the number of hardware units required for computing the trellis syndromes has been reduced by three times. In addition, the proposed simplified c2v message computation allows all messages in a vector to be computed in one clock cycle using simple hardware. Further simplification is achieved by computing only one single syndrome through making use of the properties of GF (4) . Compared to the best previous design, the proposed decoders have lower hardware complexity and can achieve slightly better error-correcting performance. Future research will address further taking advantage of the syndrome to reduce the redundancy in c2v message computation.
